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Promoting biodiversity
through the PROGRASS approach





Importance of pollinators for nature

>80% of european wild plants needs animal-pollination
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>80% of european crops needs animal-pollination
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Importance of pollinators for agriculture / food business



2,5 billion Euro/year surplus for German agriculture
14,2 billion Euro/year surplus for European agriculture
153 billion Euro/year surplus for agriculture worldwide

35% of worldwide food production depends on pollinating insects

Importance of pollinators for agriculture / food business



Where have all the flowers gone …?

Highly intensive cultivation

no more set-aside areas

intensification of meadows and pastures
increase of biomass production 
increase of housing and soil sealing

Landscape is out of balance
death of honey bees
threat of lots of wild bee and butterfly species

Landscape is loosing its colour
especially in summer there is a big food gap for pollinating insects
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Goals

to develop a network / platform

to qualify network parntners

to transfer know-how into the region and inside the region 

to inform and to sensitise stakeholders and public

to create and to maintain pollinator friendly areas



Know-how exchange & field trips
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Know-how exchange & field trips



Members



Public Relation
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Public Relation



Creation of an Insect Garden on the island of Mainau



Creation of an Insect Garden on the island of Mainau



Biodiversity orientated design of business premises





PRO PLANET Apples from Lake Constance



PRO PLANET Apples from Lake Constance



Network Blooming Lake Constance Area

Active and lively network > 5 years

Multi-stakeholder network (municipalities, authorities, agriculture, companies, beekeepers, 
environmental organisations)

Pollinating insects as target/keystone species for more biodiversity in the Lake Constance 
area

Biodiversity can be a cross sectoral issue!

Biodiversity can be an issue at the POS!



Promoting biodiversity through the PROGRASS approach?

Most given clue to network partners:

„Mowing instead of Mulching!“



Promoting biodiversity through the PROGRASS approach?

Mulching as one of the big problems for biodiversity 

Grassland

Vineyards and orchards

Roadside vegetation

Premises

Park areas

Private Gardens

Wasted biodiversity potential by mulching instead of mowing (Nutrient 
accumulation instead of nutrient reduction)



Promoting biodiversity through the PROGRASS approach?

Most asked question in the network :

„What happens with the cut material?“

Areas with obligation to mow:

Utilisation (fodder, straw, …)

Cut material is temporarly stored

Expensive disposal of cut material

Areas with no obligation to mow:

Cut material stays on the area 

Wasted biodiversity potential by mulching instead of mowing (Nutrient 
accumulation instead of nutrient reduction)



Promoting biodiversity through the PROGRASS approach?

Costs for material disposal is the main reason for mulching instead of mowing!

If the PROGRASS approach stimulates mowing instead of mulching, this could be a 

big benefit for biodiversity!

Cut material disposal must be at a lower price or even free of charge 

Delivery / Collection of cut material must be easy and practicable

Positive biodiversity effect should be part of the communication/marketing: It‘s not 
only energy, it‘s also biodiversity!

Monitoring on pilot areas for target / keystone areas

Create a regional multi-stakeholder network 
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